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Learning how to teach: Unpacking a teacher educator'sthinking about pedagogy in pre-service education.
John Loughran

Abstract
This paper explores the development of pre-service student-teachers'development of reflection in the context of a teacher education course inwhich the teacher educator explicitly attempted to model reflectivepractice for the participants.

In this study, modelling reflective practice was through open access to theteacher educator's journal and through 'thinking aloud' in class about thepedagogical reasoning and decisions which influenced his practice as itwas occurring.

Student-teachers were interviewed on four separate occasions throughoutthe course to determine their views on modelling, the value they placed onit, and how it may have influenced their own approach to teachingpractice.

This study illustrates how modelling in teacher education can be a catalystfor student-teachers' learning about teaching and learning as well as howtheir use and understanding of reflection develops over time.

Introduction
From either a student-teacher's or a teacher educator's perspective,
teaching and learning about teaching is a demanding task as it centres oncomplex, inter- related sets of thoughts and actions, all of which may beapproached in a number of ways. The more proficient one becomes in theskills of teaching, the more an understanding of the relationship betweenteaching and learning influences practice. Also, the more deliberately ateacher considers his or her actions, the more difficult it is to be sure thatthere is one right approach to teaching, or teaching about teaching; thereis not necessarily one way of doing.

Because of the complexities of teaching and learning about teaching,various approaches to pre-service teacher education have evolved over theyears. However, one aspect of teacher education that continually receivesattention in both curriculum and research is the way teachers think abouttheir practice. Since at least the time of Dewey, such thinking aboutpractice has been termed reflection.

This study is as a response to many of the calls in the literature to betterlink the theory of reflection to the practices used in teacher education.

reflective inquiry has been promoted for many years as aprogressive and effective method of teaching...its incorporation
into classroom practice remains questionable...part of the blame[is due) to those interpreters of Dewey's inquiry model whoadvocate a procedural or technical rather than a dialecticapproach to teaching. Teacher education practices alsocontribute to the lack of critical reflection existing in schools.Too frequently the rationale for reflective teaching is expounded
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through expository techniques and a technical inquiryapproach...the university classroom must become not only thevenue for transmitting traditional knowledge on teachereducation but also a laboratory where such practices aremodeled, experienced, and reflected upon. (Ross and Hannay1986, p. 9)

For this study, reflection is defined as being the deliberate and purposefulact of thinking which centres on ways of responding to problem situationsin teaching and learning. Based on the work of Dewey (1933) the purposeof reflection is to untangle a problem, or to make more sense of a puzzlingsituation; reflection involves working toward a better understanding of theproblem and the ways of solving it. "There is a goal to be reached, and thisend sets a task that controls the sequence of ideas." (Dewey, 1933, p. 6)
Dewey describes reflection as a number of steps in thinking which whenorganised and linked lead to a consequence in action. These steps aresuggestions, problem, hypothesis, reasoning and ,esting. Although thesephases need not follow in a particular order, the five, phases combinedcomprise a reflective cycle. Also, even though reflection is aimed atresolving a problem, the results of testing in one reflective cycle may welllead to further reflective action as the results of the test are reconsidered.evaluated and analysed. Just as the phases of reflection are linked, soreflective cycles may be linked. Because of the complex nature of teachingand learning, problem resolution is not absolute, it is context bound.Solutions from one context may guide the thinking in another, but theyare not necessarily universally appropriate or applicable. Reflectionhelps the individual to learn from experience because of the meaningfulnature of the inquiry into that experience.

SchOn's (1983, 1987) work depicted reflection as an impdrtant way oflearning from experience that questioned the routinized technocraticmethods of teaching.

...when SchOn's Reflective Practitioner struck the consciousnessof educationists in the mid-1980's, it was not always as a re-embracing of Dewey's notion, but as the discovery of a newconcept. (Richardson, 1990, p. 3)

The influence of Schon's writings in the 1980's is similar to that of Dewey'sin the 1930's. SchOn (1983) described two forms of reflection; reflection-on-action and reflection-in-action. Reflection-on-action is the basis ofmuch of the literature pertaining to reflective teaching and reflectiveteacher education and is similar to Dewey's notion of reflection. This formof reflection is seen as "the systematic and deliberate thinking back overone's actions...teachers who are thoughtful about their work." (Russell &Munby, 1992, p. 3).

Reflection-in-action is understood through "Phrases like thinking on yourfeet, keeping your wits about you, and learning by doing [and] suggest notonly that we can think about doing but that we can think about doingsomething while doing it. Some of the most interesting examples ef thisprocess occur in the midst of a performance." (SchOn, 1983, p. 54)Reflection-in-action comprises the refraining of unanticipated problemsituations such that we come to see the experience differently.

4
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Reflective practitioners are therefore seen as teachers who arecontinually developing their professional knowledge. It is little wonderthen that the work of Dewey and Schein has been influential in teacher
education programs and why teacher educators aim to develop teachers
who reflect on their practice.

If developing reflective practitioners is to be pursued in teacher educationprograms, then understanding reflection is necessary. Reflection occursin response to a puzzling situation. The problem, difficulty or concernneeds to be apprehended and attended to. In so doing, reflection is anaction which occurs in a context and that context is influenced by the timethat reflection occurs.

The distinction between lesson planning and reflection prior to thepedagogical, experience occurring is important. Reflection for action is away of apprehending and attending to a situation in anticipation of the
experience.

Anticipatory reflection enables us to deliberate about possible
alternatives, decide on courses of action, plan the kinds of things
we need to do, and anticipate the experiences we and others may
have as a result of expected events or of our planned actions.
Anticipatory reflection helps us to approach situations and other
people in an organized, decision-making, prepared way. (vanManen, 1991, p. 101)

Anticipatory reflection is a means of accessing or framing a problemsituation before it occurs. It is an opportunity to prepare, to consciouslyand carefully anticipate a course of action to be tested. Contextual factorswhich may influence reflection at this time (for example, contentknowledge, the age of the students, previous experience with the samegroup of students, the degree of uncertainty in outcomes a teacher isprepared to risk, etc.) will vary, but, obviously, reflecting on the situationcombined with the subsequent testing that occurs will shape what astudent-teacher learns 'from that experience.

In a similar fashion, reflection after an experience will also influencewhat a student-teacher learns. Again, the context will also be important asit shapes what is apprehended and what is attended to. This looking backon experience, or retrospective reflection, offers opportunities tj makebetter sense of past experiences and to develop new or deeperunderstanding of that situation.

Retrospective reflection allows one to question what happened during the
class. Did the lesson work as planned? Was it a worthwhile experience forthe students? llow might that experience influence teaching in thefuture? Questions like these may well be the impetus for retrospectivereflection which helps one to better understand his/her own pedagogicallearning as well as the learning of the students.

Finally, imagine what might be occurring during the lesson. Now much ofwhat is happening might one see? What type of problems lead toreframing? In the complex environment of the classroom where
management and learning issues are continually arising and subsiding,
how do student-teachers find time to address any of the puzzling situationswhich they might identify? Reflection during the pedagogical experiencealso occurs within contextual parameters. This contemporaneous
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reflection would seem to be most demanding, as the time frame for possibleaction (if testing is to influence the experience at hand), is much less thanis the case in either anticipatory or retrospective reflection. Rut,contemporaneous reflection may also be a most powerful and immediateexperience of learning about pedagogy; particularly if it involves whatSchon (1983) described as reflection-in-action.

It is not difficult to see why teacher educators see a need to focus onreflection as they attempt to prepare their student-teachers to master notonly the technical skills of teaching, but also to be thoughtful, purposeful
and informed decision makers.

Developing reflection in teacher education programs has been pursued ina variety of ways. One structural feature of pre-service programscommonly used is that of seminar (tutorial) group discussions. Goodman's(1983, 1984) research into the value of seminars concludes that suchsessions can serve three important functions. They can counter the notionthat there is one good way to teach through their liberalising role whichencourages unique and creative approaches to teaching. They can alsoserve a utilitarian role whereby student-teachers can reflect on therelationship between educational principles and practice, and they canserve an analytic role. In the analytic role there is an opportunity forstudent-teachers to raise specific educational issues or problems andjointly analyse the underlying principles and implications of the issue. Hestates that in order for these roles to be served it is fundamental that:
...to help student teachers become more reflective abouteducation, the atmosphere within seminars must be open andrelaxed. It is difficult under the best of conditions for individualsto question their beliefs and to explore the implications of their
actions. Challenging students to reflect upon their experiencesand ideas must be done with sensitivity and respect for theindividuals. If healthy dynamics are not established,
challenging students to think may result in defensiveness, notinsight. (p. 48)

Therefore the role of the teacher educator in the seminar becomes veryimportant if the value of seminars is to be fully realised.
Another tool for reflection is the use of journals. Approaches to journalwriting vary from the unstructured methodology of 'writing what onethinks about an experience' or a 'stream of consciousness' through to semi-structured tasks which require a response to given 'prompts or cues', tohighly structured formats which require the writer to adhere toprescribed criteria.

The type of writing expected in journals may vary markedly from, forexample, descriptions of teaching episodes; evaluation of teaching intentand action; or the development of alternative approaches in a giventeaching situation. In all cases the purpose of the journal is to help thewriter look back on (or forward to) an event in the hope that it will be acatalyst for reflection.

The use of journals can be a powerful tool for reflection (Dobbins, 1990;Bean and Zulich, 1989; Rodderick, 1986) but, like the seminars, also requiresa commitment to, and valuing of, the writing and thinking necessary inmaintaining a journal by the teacher educator.
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MacKinnon's (1989a) research hinted at a necessary and fundamental shift
in focus for the development of reflective teachers through pre-service
education. Ile started to look at the supervisor as a role-model for the
student-teacher. As he explored SchOn's (1987) three conceptions of
modelling (Follow Me, Joint Experimentation, and Hall of Mirrors) in the
practicum, he started to uncover the influence of modelling on student-
teachers' learning about, and development of, reflection. It is not
surprising that as in the case of seminars, journal writing, supervisory
meetings and teaching de-briefings, the influence of the teacher is crucial
if student-teachers arc to develop their skills in the use of reflection.

Richert's (1987, 1990) research also points to the importance of teachers as
role-models for their student-teachers' learning about and learning
through reflection. She found that structured opportunities to reflect were
perceived by student-teachers to be influential in their use of reflection,
moreso, that they also had an impact on their reflective processes. In
order to enhance reflection she found that student-teachers needed: (1)
adequate time to reflect, (2) a feeling of safety - through orportunities for
reflection that were non-evaluative, (3) partner observation, someone to
observe the teaching, (4) partner characteristics - someone who was
knowledgeable about pedagogy, the subject matter and skills in
encouraging reflection, and (5) articulation - the opportunity to genuinelydiscuss their own teaching. However, even though research suggests
there is implicit value in effectively modelling reflection, there is little to
suggest that this explicitly occurs in teacher education programs.

( ;unstone et al. (1993) outlined the importance of modelling in pre-service
education and linked this with the need for pre-service educators to reflect
on their own practice in accord with their expectations of their students'
thinking about learning. It may very well be obvious that this should be
the case, but it is not uncommon to hear of teacher educators presenting
co-operative learning, group work, problem-solving or many of a number
of other interactive learning approaches, by systematically detailing the
approach via a monologue in a lecture, defeating the purpose of learning
from and with others.

Valli (1989) also pointed to the need for university professors and
cooperating teachers to 'practice what they preach'. In her study into thetri,.nsfer of learning for novice teachers she described the lack of
appropriate modelling as one of four factors which inhibited student-
teachers' learning about teaching. Sadly, she found that it was difficult toalter this practice.

This paper explores the development of student-teachers use and
understanding of reflection in a pre-service education course in which
their teacher educator attempted to explicitly model reflective practice.

Learning about reflection through modelling.
Student-teachers enter pre-service education with a wealth of experience
as observers of teaching practice. But what they have generally been
viewing and experiencing has been the end product of their teachers'
thinking about how to teach particular content. They have most likely not
been privy to the reasons why teaching strategies have (or have not) been
employed, why a unit was taught In a particular sequence, or the influence
of their learning on the teacher's approach to structuring lessons.

Learning how to teach: Unpacking a teacher educator's thinking about pedagogy In
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Not surprisingly then, many student-teachers enter pre-service education
expecting to be 'told' how to teach. There is no doubt that there are
teaching skills and strategies that aid in one's effectiveness as a teacher.
However, teaching is far more complex than simply applying the right
strategies or developing the skills necessary for content delivery.

Teaching is inextricably linked to learning. Teaching for understanding
involves exploring the relationship between teaching and learning within
the context of such things as: the content, and the teacher's understanding
of the content: the nature of the students and their experiences; and the
temporal and physical characteristics of the setting. The more these
contextual is are explored the greater the possibility that development
beyond a purely technical approach to (and understanding of) teaching
might occur. Hence there is a need for teachers to reflect on the
relationship between the act of teaching and the experience of learning.

For student-teachers to better learn about and understand reflection on
practice the learning needs to encapsulate meaning within the experience.
They need to see and experience the problems associated with the
'uncertainty of practice'. For this study the modelling of reflective
practice for student-teachers is an attempt to help them see, experience,
and construct an understanding of the nature of reflection as it occurs in
relation to practice.

If student-teachers see their teacher educators as reflective practitioners,
if they experience the development of professional practical knowledge by
being a part of that learning, then they might begin to reflect on their
own learning about practice. Modelling reflective practice must therefore
involve much more than displaying the skills of an expert pedagogue
(Berliner, 1988). It is not asking student-teachers to mimic the 'models'
placed before them, it is showing that:

...experimenting and the inevitable "mistakes" and confusions
that follow are encouraged, discussed, and viewed as departure
points for growth...a climate of trust, as well as the disposition to
take learning seriously...beginfs) with the supervisor's own
capacity for reflection on teaching, together with his or her
ability to make this evident to the student teacher. (MacKinnon,
1989b, p. 23)

Making reflection evident is a most important facet of modelling reflective
practice for student-teachers.

Schein (1987) describes three forms of modelling that he proposes as waysthat students learn from their supervisor's practice. He explains the threemodels as ways of "coaching reflective practice" and sees them asimportant ways for students to learn how to "frame the problems of
practice." Therefore, for Schon, the three models are ways that studentscan learn to see how the practice setting appears through the eyes of anexperienced practitioner.

The Follow Me model revolves around experienced practitioners being able
to demonstrate and describe their pedagogical knowledge to their student-
teachers. From these demonstrations and descriptions, the student-teacher
attempts to develop and imitate the use of that pedagogical knowledge.
With practice the student-teacher learns about the practice setting by

Learning how to teach: Unpacking a teacher educator's thinking about pedagogy in
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doing in similar ways to the experienced practitioner. Discussing theactions from the experienced practitioner's and the student-teacher's
perspective is important in learning about the practice setting.

The Joint Experimentation model involves the student-teacher being
encouraged to take the lead in reflective inquiry. The experienced
practitioner then follows the student-teacher's line of inquiry,
commenting, advising and offering alternatives as the need arises. In so
doing, the student-teacher is able to question the problems of practice that
occur in that setting.

The Hall of Mirrors model hinges on the need for the experienced
practitioner's practice with the student-teacher to be an example of the
practice that the student-teacher is attempting to understand and developin his or her own practice. The important facet of this model is that the
student-teacher needs to experience what it means to be a learner in the
practice situation that will reflect the position of his or her learners when
the student-teacher is the teacher.

Although each of these three models is presented as a separate form of
coaching reflective practice it is clear that there are important aspects ofeach which would be called upon at different times, under different
circumstances and in different situations to help student-teachers learn
about reflection on action. There is a need for consistency between a
teacher educator's teaching practice and his or her supervisory practice.
There must be an ability to be detached from one's feelings about action in
order to focus on the action itself and the student-teacher needs to be able
to conceptualise actions from both the teacher's and the student's
perspective.

If reflection is to be understood and valued by student-teachers, then it cannot be presented as an isolated event or process, it needs to be an integral
component in the curriculum. Reflection can occur at three distinct times
in relation to pedagogical experience and within that experience it ishighly context dependent. Therefore, these need to be evident in the
modelling of reflection on practice.

Reflection should not be taught as a process or algorithm ready and
waiting to be applied at every possible opportunity. As Valli (1993)
reminds us:

...if program goals are to be realized, a potential danger resides in
valuing, or over-valuing, process. A process focus could detract
from more central questions of the purpose, content and quality
of reflection. How to get students to reflect can take on a life of
its own, can become the programmatic goal. What students
reflect on can become immaterial. (p. 19)

Therefore, if reflection is to be valued by student-teachers as a worthwhile
attribute for their professional development, they must experience it as alogical consequence of learning to teach, not as a generalist process skillbut as an appropriate tool for unpacking and learning from the
uncertainties of practice.

If student-teachers are to value reflective practice it is important that they
are educated about it not trained in it. This distinction is important asShulman (1988) points out.

Learning how to teach: Unpacking a teacher educator's thinking about pedagogy in
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Philosophers of education have distinguished between trainingand educating in part by pointing out the differences betweenteaching without reasons and teaching with explanations andunderstanding. To educate is to teach in a way that includes anaccount of why you do as you do...our obligation as teachereducators must be to make the tacit explicit. Teachers willbecome better educators when they can begin to have explicitanswers to the questions, "How do I know what I know? How do Iknow the reasons for what I do? Why do I ask my students toperform or think in particular ways?" The capacity to answersuch questions not only lies at the heart of what we mean bybecoming skilled as a teacher; it also requires a combining ofreflection on practical experience and reflection on theoreticalunderstanding. (p. 33)

Seeking to know why is important if reflection is to be valued by student-teachers and seeking to know why involves attitudes for reflection. Somestudent-teachers may not see a situation as puzzling while others might.Being attuned to 'seeing' is being open-minded, seeing the problemsituation in different ways is being responsible and wanting to respondwhilst accepting the consequences of action is to display the attitude ofwholeheartedness. Dewey (1933) described these three attitudes asimportant precursors for reflection. Therefore, enhancing these attitudesin student-teachers is also important and modelling needs to draw attentionto these attitudes in practice.

This study is geared towards making the tacit explicit through modelling.But the intent of the study is not that this be done by 'training' student-teachers in knowing and applying the phases of reflection, it is that thisbe done by probing, inquiring and challenging the student-teachers'attitudes and reflective processes (as well as mine, as their teacher) in thecontext of learning about teaching. This is based on the assumption thatthrough the actions of modelling, reflection comes to be better understood,more meaningful and valuable to student-teachers, by illustrating theactions in the context of the learning at that time.
The 'when' of reflection (the time of reflection in relation to thepedagogical experience) influences the learning that might be drawnfrom that experience. At each of the three time frames described earlierbefore (anticipatory), during (contemporaneous) and after (retrospective)an experience, one's thoughts and actions may be considerably different,and the apparent and the real risks from engaging in reflection will varyfrom student-teacher to student-teacher, so that what one learns will beinfluenced accordingly.

If these times of reflection impact on learning in different ways, thenlearning from experience also takes on new meaning as content ofreflection will also be influenced by when it occurs; changes in time leadto changes in context. Therefore when a student-teacher reflects onpractice will influence the subsequent learning from that experience.
Beyond these underlying principles there is one other aspect which playsan important role in the conceptualisation of modelling used in this study.Because reflection resides in the mind of the individual it is difficult todirectly observe. Therefore, if student-teachers are to have reflectivepractice truly modelled, 11 they are to be involved in experiencing and
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understanding the processes which shape the planning, implementationand reviewing of pedagogy, they need to hear what the teacher isthinking.

one way of responding to this need is through writing about the thinkingthat influences one's teaching through a ,ournal and making it accessibleto student-teachers. Another is by literally 'thinking aloud' duringteaching so that student-teachers can access the processes, as they areoccurring, that shape the pedagogy at that time. Roth of these are integralcomponents to the modelling approach used in this study.

Reflection can occur before, during and after an experience, and in eachcase that which is recognised as a problem situation may vary, as will thereflective thinking and the subsequent learning. In any case, modelingof reflection must portray these differences if the process is to beunderstood and valueci by student-teachers so that they may be educatedabout, rather than trained in, reflection.

The research literature shows that there has been extensive incorporationof social (eg. seminars, discussions, supervisory meetings) and artifactual(eg. journals, video-tapes)characteristics into teacher education programs.They have been taken up by these programs because when used inappropriate ways and under appropriate conditions, they are seen aspositive ways of encouraging student-teachers to reflect.
These social and artifactual characteristics, combined with teachereducators who genuinely model reflective processes in their pedagogy,could place student-teachers in a position whereby through reflection,they could take more control of, and accept more responsibility for, theirlearning about teaching. Under these conditions student-teachers mightdevelop a greater understanding of what it means to be a reflectivepractitioner, and apply it in their own practice.

Clark (1988) asks whether teacher educators show that they value and usereflection in their own practice, and whether teacher preparationprograms help to illustrate the 'intrinsic uncertainty' of teaching (whichis the basis of reflection).

Do teachers of teachers have the courage to think aloud as theythemselves wrestle with troubling dilemmas such as striking abalance between depth and breadth of content studied,distribution of time and attention among individual students,making inferences about what students know and what gradesthey should be assigned, or with how to repair errors, teachingdisasters, and the human mistakes that even experienced teacher
educators make from time to time? (p. 10)

Through the use of a pre-service program's social and artifactual toolscombined with a teacher educator attempting to model reflective practiceso that the intrinsic value of reflection on one's own practice is made moreexplicit, student-teachers' understanding and use of reflection will beexplored. The results of this study detail one attempt to explore theramifications of Clarke's question.

Drawn on a model of reflection conceptualised by Dewey (1933), this studywill attempt to strengthen the link between reflection and practice in pre-
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service education by modelling its benefits and use so that what a teachereducator preaches, a teacher educator practices.

Research design
This study explores the influence of modelling reflective practice by ateacher educator on one group of student-teachers in a pre-serviceeducation program. The participants are from a Teaching and Learning(TAL) class in the pre-service education program (Dip.Ed.) at MonashUniversity.

The Graduate Diploma in Education (Dip. Ed.) at Monash University is a oneyear course taken by students who have already completed a first Degree(eg. Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Economics). It has three teachingrounds, each of three weeks duration, and course work which is dividedinto two major areas: Methods and Practice of Teaching (subjectdisciplines), and Foundation Studies. Students participate in two Methodsand Practice of Teaching subjects, which are timetabled for two hours perweek for the duration of the course. These subjects are designed to givestudents a grounding in the pedagogy of the subject and to familiarisethem with subject content and curriculum at the school level.

A wide range of teaching subjects are offered including CommercialStudies, Legal Studies, Economics, English, Geography, History, ReligiousEducation, Social Education, Modern Languages, English as a SecondLanguage, Music, Mathematics, Computer Studies, General Science, Biology,Chemistry and Physics. The pre-requisite for entry to these courses is atleast two consecutive years study of the subject during the student's firstDegree.

The Foundation Studies include Social Foundations of Schooling (SFS) andTeaching and Learning (TAL).

The SFS course examines contemporary schooling in its social andhistorical context. This focuses on the nature of teachers' work, what andhow they teach, and how these are influenced by the way society andeducation are structured. The course also investigates contemporary issuesin education and how these have emerged over time. Social factors such asclass and gender, and major issues such as the integration of students withdisabilities, the restructure of the Ministry of Education, changes inteachers' work and pay, and the development of the Victorian Certificate ofEducation (curriculum for the last twc years of secondary school) areconsidered. Attention is also given to assumptions underlyingcontemporary educational thinking, and to various innovations andalternatives that are relevant to Australian schooling.

TAL is a course that presents psychology and principles of teachingthrough a number of themes to do with knowing about oneself, students,planning and control, learning and teaching, and studtnt progress. Thepurpose is to enable student-teachers to establish principles that will maketheir teaching a purposeful, rational and rewarding experience, both forthemselves and their pupils.

Within the themes the course covers topics such as theories of learningand their application in classrooms; physical, personality, and socialdevelopment; knowledge and the curriculum; the nature of abilities;approaches to classroom control; questioning techniques and other
Learning how to teach: Unpacking a teacher educator's thinking about pedagogy Inpre-service education. Loughran, J.J. AERA, April 1994 12
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teaching strategies; lesson structure; and the purposes and methods of
assessment.

Students are allocated to a tutorial group at the start of the year and remain
in the same group for the whole year for both TAL and SFS. Each subject is
structured so that all students meet together for some lectures: once a week
in SFS, perhaps once a fortnight in TAL, with the primary focus being on
the tutorial groups which meet twice weekly for two hours. Therefore, the
same group of students is together for up to eight hours per week.

Selection of students for tutorial groups is organised so that there is as
great a diversity of teaching methods as the timetable will allow. Teacher
educators (tutors) for each group are allocated within the constraints of
their other commitments.

As tutorial groups spend so much time together, it does not take very long
before the group is 'bonded'. The relationship between the teacher
educator (tutor) and students is important in encouraging them to speak
openly and honestly about the topics under consideration. This is similarly
enhanced through the use of student journals which are a component of
the course.

I was the tutor for the TAL group used in this study. Twenty of the initial
cohort of twenty-two completed the course. There were equal numbers of
male and female students in the group and the range of their teaching
subjects is outlined in Table I.

Table 1 TAL students in research group.

Student
Apseudonym)

Gender Teaching Subjects Interviewed

Andrea F Double Maths Yes
oshua M Economics & Commerce No

Nadine F

M
English & Music

Geography & Social Ed.
No
NoAnthony

Pearl F History & Geography Yes
Mitchell M Maths & Physics No
Dorothy F Biology & Science Yes
Miranda F Economics & Commerce Yes
Peggy F TESL* & History No
Perry M Economics& Commerce Yes
Trixie F Japanese & Social Ed.

-
No

Marg F History& Geography
Chemistry & Biology

No
YesStephen M

ack M Biolo: & Science Yes
Ralph M History & Economics No
Sarah F Histo & G ra . h Yes
Nigel M Science & Chemistry Yes
Filipa F Chinese & Music No

Sabina F English & History Yes
Sharon F

F
Histom & Music

English & Economics
No
NoCleo

Nipper M _ Economics & Commerce

TESL - Teaching English as a Second Language.
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As Table 1 illustrates, the research group contained two sub-sets. The first
involved all of the students. This involvement was through their journals.
Every student was expected to maintain a journal as a component of the TALcourse therefore this was not an additional research requirement. As theirtutor I also kept a journal.

The second sub-set comprised those students who volunteered to beinterviewed at varying times throughout the year. Interviews were of onehour's duration and were organised for four specific times throughout theyear. The first interview was conducted as soon as practical after the firstTAL session. The remaining interviews were completed after each of thethree teaching rounds. The interviews were semi-structured and weredesigned to explore the student-teacher's views of teaching and learningand the factors which they saw as shaping these.

Data collection

Because of the complex nature of the students' thinking that needed to bedocumented, a number of approaches to data collection were employed. Thefirst involved journal writing. Although each student maintained ajournal throughout the year, there was no compulsion for them to submittheir journal as data for this study. Only one student chose not to submit ajournal as part of this study. Journals were designed to be used to
encourage students to reflect on their Dip. Ed. experiences and were an un-graded TAL course requirement..

The second data source was from the nine participants who wereinterviewed throughout the year. With the participants' consent,interviews were audio-taped then transcribed. These interviews weredesigned to probe students' views of the course; their experiences andunderstanding of Dip. Ed., and to explore these in ways that might not havebeen possible through their journals or in class.

A third data source involved a form of triangulation. After the secondteaching round an observer, an experienced teacher in this teachereducation program, attended one of my TAL classes. During that session henoted instances that he considered illustrated my use of reflection onpractice. The following session he conducted an exploration of theseinstances with the class. This was an attempt to determine from thestudents' perspective their understanding of my approach to teaching andlearning, and central to this study, the subsequent relationship of this toreflective practice. This was necessary to determine the student-teachers'perceptions about my approach to reflection and its influence on mypractice. Results of this are included in Appendix 1.

The choice of students for this study was dependent on factors outside thecontrol of the researcher. The TAI. group was a random mix of studentsfrom the total Dip. Ed. cohort and those that submitted to sub-sets two andthree of the research group did so of their own accord.

My view of modelling was that through my teaching and my thinkingabout teaching I could demonstrate that I was a reflective practitioner.Aside from my 'normal classroom behaviour', students had the opportunityto 'see' my thinking through my Journal. Also, after their first teachinground (pre-interview 2), 1 started to verbalise my thoughts about mypedagogy and my pedagogical reasoning in class. In essence, I was giving
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the students access to the thoughts and ideas that influenced my actions as
they occurred. When I had been reflecting about a session, I would
introduce those thoughts to the class. Therefore, any of the suggestions,
problems, hypotheses, reasoning or resultant testing I had been
considering was open to public scrutiny. My reflection could be initiated
by preparing for a session, during, or after a session. I felt that these
actions would model my reflection on practice. Whether or not this was in
accord with the students' views needed to be determined.

For this paper, data analysis centres on the nine student-teachers who
were interviewed throughout the year to determine their understanding of
the process of modelling reflection, whether or not reflection is valued by
the student-teachers, and to examine how their use of reflection develops
and is incorporated into their practice.

Data analysis

As stated earlier, all of the interviews were audio-taped and later
transcribed. Transcripts were coded and analysed using the computer
software program NUDIST I. The value of the NUDIST program is that it
allows the researcher to recall information across a number of pre-coded
fields and to compare and contrast such data.

For this study, the interview protocol was designed as a starting point to
probe the participants' views about their understanding of modelling,
reflection, teaching and learning. The nature of the interview.5
encouraged much further questioning as the protocol was readily expanded
as the themes to be explored were examined in different contexts through
different questions. In most cases answers to a particular question initiated
further questioning. Evidence to support the participant's view, or to
determine how committed the individual was to the view professed, or to
seek disconfirming evidence and so on, was also continually sought.
Therefore, the inevitable overlap in responses meant that to accurately
code data for the same topic/view, relevant information occurred in
response to a range of different questions. Data may have been relevant to
a number of topics and through NUDIST it could be coded appropriately for
each topic so that it could be recalled no matter how many different times it
was coded. NUDIST also has a facility for extensive sub-coding so that data
could he specifically sub-divided into sub-ordinate groupings. For example,
data coded for valuing could be coded as 1.0 Valuing, then 1.1 Valuing
positive views, or 1.2 Valuing negative views, and each of these could
similarly be sub-coded and so on. Therefore, both the general and specific
trends could he documented and analysed within codes and across codes.

1 NUDIST (Non-numerical Unstructured Data Indexing Searching and
Theorizing copyright Replee Pty. Ltd. Qualitative Solutions and Research
P/1. and la 'Probe University, Bundoora, Victoria, Australia) is a qualitative
data analysis program which enables the user to sort and recall coded
segments of data. Therefore, responses to particular issues or questions
from different individuals may be more readily summarised, reviewed and
compared to determine trends within specified areas. Areas of study can be
general or specific and is determined by the initial coding. The number of
codes is not limited nor is the number of sub-codes which may be nested
within one another.

Learning how to teach: Unpacking a teacher educator's thinking about pedagogy in
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Modelling reflection

This research relied on the assumption that reflective processes could be
modelled, and that student-teachers would recognise that such modelling
was occurring. Therefore, it was important to explore different ways of
determining whether or not my student-teachers saw me as being a
reflective practitioner.

The first way of determining this involved the process of triangulation. In
this case, an external observer attended one of my classes, noted instances
which demonstrated reflective practice to him, then followed up on these
instances with the class in the next TAL session to explore the students'
views about my practice. I did not attend this second session. The second
method involved data from the individual interviews conducted throughout
the year.

When the external observer attended my TAL class data were collected in
two forms. The first was an audio-tape of the session in which instances
thought to demonstrate reflection from the previous class were used to
explore students' views of my teaching and the second was an open-ended
questionnaire.

The observer's session followed a format in which each of the instances he
noted from the previous lesson as illustrative of reflective practice was
individually introduced then discussed by the class. A vignette of this
session (Appendix 1) was validated by the observer as a fair a reasonable
representation of the session and was constructed from the audio-tape ofthe observer's session. The questionnaire (N-19) comprised three
statements, each of which respondents was asked to rate by placing: a
double tick next to the one which was most often the case, and a single tick
for those that had occurred at sometime throughout the year. For each
statement, an open-ended response was also sought. The numerical results
and a discussion of these is presented in Appendix 2. The results of this
inquiry showed that the student-teachers did view me as being a reflective
practitioner.

Interview data: How do student- teachers interpret modelling?
Interview data coded under the topic of modelling had to meet two criteria.It needed to demonstrate that the interviewee recognised that I was
reflecting on my practice, and that they could give examples of instances
when they had observed this happening.

Although the quality of data of this nature is much more important than
quantity, it is interesting to note the frequency (and to a lesser extent the
amount) of data coded as modelling from the interviews. An overview ofthe number of coded segments in which the students spoke about me
modelling reflection is presented in Table 2.

As stated earlier it was not until the session after the first teaching round
(pre-interview 2) that I started to articulate my pedagogical thoughts andreasoning in class. Until then, I had imagined that my journal was theonly observable link between my thoughts and actions. Therefore, the fact
that six of the nine students interviewed spoke about modelling in their
first interview is intriguing. However, this may in part be attributed to the
shift in teaching style in Dip.Ed. compared to the more formal lecture styleof their undergraduate experiences .
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"Table 2 demonstrates that all of the student-teachers recognised and spokeabout modelling of reflection in at least 7596 of their interviews. In anyform, the question, "Do I model reflection?" occurs on only eight occasionsthroughout the 1563 coded units from the transcripts. It is clear thatrecognition of modelling was most apparent to the participants and thatcomments pertaining to this did not require undue prompting.
Table 2 The number of coded segments from interviews pertaining tomodelling reflective practice.

*A unit is one line of transcript.

Name Interview
number.

No. of coded
units* per
document.

Total
number of
units* in
document.

Coded units* as
a percentage
(96) of document
size.Andrea 2 29 405 7.2

3 33 268 124 18 231 7.8Jack y.
1 26 283 9.2
2 69 364 19
3 21 272 7.74 77 441 17Miranda 2 60 500 12
3 54 429 134 7i 409 17Nigel 2 34 498 6.8
3 41 411 9.94 11 270 4.1Pearl 1 21 537 3.9
2 37 433 8.5
3 34 314 114 29 1659 1.7Perry I 72 555 13
2 86 742 11.6
3 44 489 9.04 41 827 5.0Sabina 1 25 260 9.62 54 536 103 65 3 184 69 533 13Sarah 1 16 261 6.1
2 130 801 16
3 89 524 174 46 537 8.6Stephen 1 12 252 4.8
2 40 655 6.1
3 56 441 134 33 464 7.1

Choosing an appropriate time to explain that I would be 'thinking out loud'and my purpose for doing so was important. I had to have a sense of trustin the class and they with me otherwise my behaviour could appear to bepeculiar rather than purposeful. There was a danger that talking aloud
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about what I was or was not doing, and why, could be interpreted as lacking
appropriate direction. This could be exacerbated by the fact that many
beginning teachers enter the course believing they can be told how to
teach. Thinking aloud could be a risk which might compromise my
supposed 'expert' position as someone responsible for teaching teachers.

Oddly enough, as Andrea illustrates, the memory of the introduction and
explanation of this practice was not particularly strong in the minds of
some students.

Andrea: 2nd interview.

Interviewer: You've been watching me teach, to any ideas or thoughts pop into your
head?
Andrea: 'Well you're self explanatory.
Interviewer: What to you mean?
Andrea: Well every second* sentence is we' doing this because of nen and such a
reason, ant to you understand why we're doing it, and if we don't you explain it.
See I thinkyou thinkatoud a tot.
Interviewer: 'What to you thinkof Mat?
Andrea: I thirskyou can to it because of Me group we are, but I don't thinkyou can
to that in class. It's OK, for you to to it in the sense that we should do this or wr
shoal to that but in a class is up to the teacher, the person up front to decide
where the class is keeling to.
Interviewer: So why to you think/ to that?
Andrea: I don't reaffy know. I know you've explained it but it hasn't stuck
Interviewer: Hue I always stone it?
Anima: No. You started when we came back front the first round, and I thinkyoss
even said porn now on be thinking afoul on what we should be doing.

Andrea shows that modelling reflection in this manner is not a problem to
her. In fact, it has been assimilated into the teaching role and 'taken for
granted' as acceptable in the context of TAL This supports the notion that
reflection can be modelled to student-teachers. However, she also signals
that there is some confusion in her mind about my purpose.

My actions are acceptable for demonstrating my thinking in class, but this
is not something that she sees as possible to do in her own teaching. She is
not really sure why I think aloud. At this stage Andrea has not fully
grasped the difference between my efforts to model reflecting about
learning to teach, and her efforts at teaching during her teaching rounds.
Thinking aloud in her classes would be a major concern for her.
Therefore, recognition of modelling is attained but understanding the
purpose is not so simple. Over time, Andrea starts to re-structure her
thinking about this modelling so that the purpose becomes clearer to her.

Andrea: 3rsf interview.

Interviewer: What sorts of things pop into your heal when I'm teaching?
Antra: I 124 your teaching, I always come back I talkies extertaissbig and I
thinkit's bsformatioe and it just ins* me thinkabout Mt way you teach. ?he way
you present your points, and always give both silo evert if your e bias[
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Interviewer': Doyou think I thinkabout my teaching?
Andrea: Before (a awl, you always come in with how you would fikc to teach,
how you'd ti4 the class to go but you always seem to change your mint You're
never sure of how to do it.

Interviewer: What tells you that?
Andrea: you do. you say ! don't know how to do this or I'm in a bind I don't know
what to do?

Interviewer: Whet does that mean to you?
Andrea: I just thinkthat the material can be presented in many ways and you don't
know which way we'd prefer.
interviewer: Does that worry you?
Anima: No. You do it because, you explained it at the start of second term that
you would always be saying out bud whatyou were thinking, just showing us how
the class changes direction even though you've gorse in one direction you change it,
how your mind keeps working and how you see things and how you alter them to
suit the class that dau or whatever.

Andrea: 4th interview.

you say things out loud when you're thinking all the time, tfuvugh your Journal;
that's another way of seeing what you're thinking. lust the way your tesson goes,
how you structure it. you always ask for our opinion and you just analyse how the
doss goes, you sit tit the front andyou say I've got this to do but I don't know
which way Intgoing to do it...maybe I'm (abol doing it sub-c.oissciousty, thinking to
myself (about)(about' how a class is going. I suppose it does (happen with me! because if I
hadn't seen it done maybe I wouldn't think& my classes how is this class reacting,
maybe I should change the pace of how this lesson is going.

The development of Andrea's understanding of the ptirpose of modellingdemonstrates that time is a necessary and important component for it to besuccessfully established in the mind of the student-teacher. She showshow the modelling process has slowly led her to think about reflection onher own practice. By the fourth interview (post third teaching round) sheis starting to recognise that her own actions are being influenced by herreflection on practice. It has taken until almost the end of the course forher to come to understand the purpose of the modelling process.

How each member of the class understood this process of modelling variedthroughout the year. For some, modelling was initially seen asdemonstrating some of the technical aspects of teaching such as wait-time,
questioning techniques or withholding judgement. Those who held thisview cited examples of modelling in terms of remembering 'handy tips'.

Miranda: 2111 interview.

Interviewer: So you've been watching me teach. What sorts of questions or ideas
pop into your head when you're watchingme teach?
Miranda: I wonder sometimes, if you'd acts:84 teach a year 9 Mersa Caw the
way you teach us. Your style is very easygoing and I don't know how a ranger
class woofld cope with that. I tisinkit'sgood now that you teaas your processes of
thinking. L1 4 we're in a discussion sari say slaw I* gal wait timejoiirt, and
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that's good because it helps to mad us conscious of them. I summit very good at it
on teaching rounds, and I noticed it on the tape (tape-analysis of a ksson ), even
though we'd been over it in dam, but by you doing it, I'm much more conscious of it
and you mast say it twice a lesson now, not that I'm counting; that's one evirspii.
So I'm much most conscious of these things now and I hope that net time on rounds
I'm better at it.

*The tape analysis is a TAL assignment task where students audio-tape a
lesson during their teaching round and analyse their use of language.
questioning skills etc.

In a similar vein, modelling also helped to build confidence. It
demonstrated that teaching is a complex task and that actions and outcomes
do not always reflect that which was intended. So for some it showed that
teachers at all levels face similar problems and that things did not always
go 'smoothly' or 'according to plan'. In this case it modelled the reality of
not just thinking about teaching but also the teaching itself.

Sarah: 3rd interview.

Sarah: I don't know (pause) your expression changes, or something in your
mannerism but there's something that comes across that you're rethinking what
you're doing tikt perhaps your expression might change fora minute or so but you're
concentrating on something eke and I takt it for granted' then (that) when you're
concentrating on something the you're revisingyourganse pain so to speak
Interviewer: If I do those sorts of things then what does it mean for you, for your
teaching?
Sarah: ...JOInttimes 1 thinktfist you're changing dickens( I thigkaha, he our tutor
but he's got the same strumks that we have, he's not infaffibk so we don't have to
be either. .So when I'm in a sand and I see things not going so well; I have every
right to change tack it doesn't =4 me a better person or something it's just that
it'll be good for Me students, they'ff karn as much if not more, it's just :confidence
boost for me.

For others, understanding involved recognition that reflection was animportant element in learning and thinking about teaching. Modelling
reflective practice was a way of offering opportunities for others to reflect
on this learning process. But, as Jack states, it is only an opportunity, andas such is an invitation, not a directive.

"act 3rd interview.

'act, Well when you talk in class about what you're Mints," it helps to
demonstrate to us that you're refkaive.
Interviewer: Why do I bother togo about it the way I do?

Seausse its soma* nut have to discott.r for oursefves'andsee for ourreftres,
its not smashes that you can jut give us. you can help us but you can't just till
us you have to 'Oct, you hair e to do It in more subtle ways.

For Pearl, modelling highlighted ways of revisiting her own practice. Itgave her the chance to reconsider her actions, to reconceptualise herproblems and to think about different ways of testing her hypotheses.
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Pearl: 3rd interview.

With my year 11's 1 was particularly disappointed, they reeled on me, they looked to
me all the time so 1 was interested, when I came backftorn the Gut round, to sce
now you coped with it with us. 1 thinkfwfrat you do/ is sometimes there's a lot
more (that( could come up but it would be in conflict (with what we're doing/ and I
tninkyou make judgements about those things and close them down, also to stop us

getting too sidetracked. Also, with some of the personalitiesyou do it to stop things
going too far, that's not a bad thing, but you tftinkabout it It's good that we get
beyond the surface things and that doesn't happen much outside, maybe ody one or
two people to it. It's good* that you point out all of the 'Wont things that are
happening, I still find that very useful..

Modelling for Perry was a way of looking into the relationship between
reflection and action from the teacher's perspective. it highlighted forhim the need to carefully consider the alternative approaches
(suggestions) possible in a pedagogical experience, and how they might
offer different routes of accessibility to the learner.

Perry: 4th interview.

Perry: ...you reflect constantly and put diligent work into it.
Interviewer: What tilts you Matt
Perry: The fact that you sit down and prepare for class andworry about tt, and its
structured and there are a fig of hidden things woven into the fabric of the (awn, in
other words you've got lots of escape hatches and doors and things to move onto, yet
there's stiff the faxibilIty there that if something's working well then we'ffuse more
of the lesson. Also, you show that there is a sense of purpose in that you say weir'
let's move on now and the subtle message is that we're moving In a direction (for a
reason/.

Finally, Sabina intimates that modelling reflection does not necessarily
present her with 'answers' to her questions. More so, it empowers her to
explore and question matters more fully than may have otherwise been the
case. Hence, in her own way she is suggesting that there is a reflective
cycle and that resolving a problem is part of a learning process.

Sabina: 4th tottereieW.
1

,IAL's taught me to reflect on different aspects of teaching Mat I might not perhaps
have reflected on on such a level, I don't thinkit's taught me any answers. Which I
don't think): a bad thing. Sometimes I just feela tittle bit Orsatimskl, Just not
being able to accept anything as valid but to question everything and I thbikthat's
really hard...a concrete example of the way you've tried to show us that you're
reflective: by the way you write yourjournal and distribute it wound. It's not the
most important part of the way you snow us that you reftict, I tfsbiktfte most
important way for me is the way you prompt us be the dass to question our titinkbvs,
the way you spentout aloud about your thioklog which shows us that you are
reflecting on what you do. Out sow &wing fist said that, now remoieristg how
we to mad your journal is dad we can see how what you say out foul you go on
further to develop in your journat And some of the activities I suppose low is to
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Mink It's quite interesting watching you in du: sometimes 1l I noticed from the
*inning of the year to Me end of Me year now, sonsetiniu you put sit backend (et
Me thus run itself and you gauge whether you need to be there (inverted in the
discussion) and when the class needs your input.

There is an abundance of data similar to that used in this section to show
how the student-teachers recognised and interpreted the modelling of
reflection. It became 'taken for granted' that modelling reflection was part
of my teaching practice. Although there was some initial confusion about
my purpose, I believe that by the end of the course all of the students had a
good understanding of why I was talking aloud about my teaching.
Similarly, they understood the approach I had adopted for my journal
writing. However, how this modelling influenced their thinking about
learning to teach varied. I rarely (if ever) admonished the class to
'reflect'.. Instead I chose to model its use through my practice. By adopting
this approach the students were given the opportunity to accept or reject
the use of reflection in their own practice. Also, to incorporate its use in
ways which they saw as appropriate. Inevitably then, individuals drew
their own conclusions about the process in their own time..

By the end of the year, all of the students who were interviewed recognised
that my modelling of reflection was designed to highlight an often hidden
and somewhat implicit aspect of teaching. But the path to understanding
was constructed differently by each individual.

This is not meant to imply that the students were unable to reflect on their
practice without it being modelled. Rather it highlighted the processes for
them and subtly challenged their understanding of the use of reflection on
practice.

Stephen: 4th interview.

Interviewer: Do you thinkyou'd haw considered reflection in this way if you were
In a different class?

Stephen: o I duet think! would've ilentifkgt it. I guess thefact Mat you've said
this is reflection andyouVe been through it now I tfsirskfiey I've been aims thatbut
it's just been sort of done without putting much effort into it, Now I to and I
mortise it as reflection tone ant avdapirly it nurser than itjust being something
you can do.

Modelling reflection gave the students an opportunity to see how it may be
used to shape learning about teaching, and their own teaching practice.
Although all of the students who were interviewed readily acknowledged
that I modelled reflection on practice, there was a need to know to how
they valued it.

Valuing reflection

For data to be coded under the heading of 'valuing reflection' the
interviewee needed to show how or why reflection, or the modelling of
reflection, was valuable for their teaching or learning about teaching.
Simply stating that it was valuable was not sufficient The coded units of
transcript are therefore their explanations of their perceptions of the
value of reflection to them.
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Determining whether or not the students valued reflection can be explored
in two ways. The first is illustrated in Table 3 and is a quantitative measure
of the number of units coded under this topic per student per interview. Inthis case it is interesting to note that all participants spoke about valuing
reflection in at least 50% of their interviews. For seven of the nine
interviewees, examples of valuing were not identified until the second
interview. This is to be expected though as the students had not completed
a teaching round until just prior to their second interview. Also, their firstinterview was approximately two weeks into the course and I had notstarted to articulate my pedagogical reasoning in class at that stage.
However, Jack and Perry spoke about it in all four interviews. This could
indicate that both Jack and Perry were already more conscious of
reflection and its value to their learning than other members of the
Mterview group. Jack and Perry appear to have been open to the notion of
reflection and this is translated into their valuing it earlier than the restof the group.

Table 3 The number of coded interview segments pertaining to
valuing reflection on practice.
*A unit is one line of transcript.

Name Interview
time

No. of coded
units* per
document.

Total
number of
units* in
document.

Coded units* as
a percentage
(96) of document
size.Andrea 2 19 405 4.7

3 28 268 10
4 41 231 18,Jack 17 283 6.0
2 43 364 12
3 22 272 8.1
4 60 441 14Miranda 2 97 500 19
3 16 429 3.7
4 55 409 13Nigel 2 23 498 4.6
4 12 270 4.4Pearl 2 48 433 11
3 45 314 14
4 75 1659 4.5Perry 1 15 555 2.7
2 92 742 12.4
3 10 489 2.0
4 44 827 6.7Sabina 2 39 536 7.3
3 48 366 13Sarah 2 82 801 10
3 56 524 114 76 537 14Stephen 2 26 655 4.0
3 52 441 12
4 32 464 6.9
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The type of data portrayed in Table 3 demonstrates that the students werevaluing reflection although an understanding of the extent and manner ofthis can only really be derived from the quality of individual's dialogue.
For the student-teachers, making sense of what they were experiencing
raised a number of qtr.zstions. Is reflection a personal characteristic foundin some people but not others? Do these personal characteristics governthe use of reflection? Does reflection make for a 'better' teacher? Flowmuch does experience influence the ability to reflect? Questions such asthese were detected in the interviews. Their answers influenced theirunderstanding of the value they placed on reflection. Also, as in the caseof modelling, it was difficult for some to disentangle the actions from theindividual. I was their tutor and the researcher and in one sense this madeit difficult to determine which was being valued, the actions or the personperforming the actions. Although this was not always apparent, it didsometimes seem as though the distinction between me as a person and meas a reflective practitioner was blurred. As already outlined, it was widelyaccepted that I was a reflective practitioner, but for some, it was more amatter of that being my style of teaching rather than as something thatcould be applied to teaching generally. This point is demonstrated byAndrea.

Andrea: 2nd interview

Andrea: 'This is a different fide( forme, &ewe in my one and evert be 51..S.C.
(fixatrar of secondary schoofing) my classes have been on the ha' with a (,dare,
you're given the theory or a prac. sheet and then you 4 it. Whereas these dames
PIXLI are aft new to sw. I've never Ian in dais discussions where opinions and
views are ticrown aroused so I relay can't compare it, it's new. It's something I
Haven't lone far years.

Interviewer: Is that Me same in aff ofyour &uses?
Andrea: Don't askme to compare you to farsother method kcturerl. I can't compare
it In SIL I can see the purpose of it, be Maths methods I thinkthey're wasting my
three..

Interviewer: What malls it that way?
Alarm Welt meths is presented in the rectum form, you hear it, you awe it, its up to
you to apply it. You don't see it appliet for used Its redly hard to compare to OIL,
they're just two different things.

Understanding that teaching is purposeful and goes beyond conveyinginformation can, as in Andrea's case, be in conflict with prior experiences.Therefore, the consequent value placed on the learning outcomes may beinterpreted as a result of the teaching style, not the reflectiveunderpinnings to the practice. Hence, for Andrea, she initially found thisquite difficult. In fact, this led her to compare individuals and theirteaching style rather than the possible reasons for it. The transcriptdemonstrates that she values what is being done but does not recognisewhy it is occurring.

On the other hand, Jack readily acknowledges and recognises the value ofhaving reflection modelled. He quite clearly sees a purpose for theexercise and how it applies to learning about teaching. His understandingof the value of reflection is different to Andrea's. Even at this early stage(2nd interview) Jack is capable of abstracting from learning and thinking
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about teaching to teaching itself. He has no difficulty in differentiating
between the reflective processes and me as a person. He views the
modelling of reflection as a way of understanding pedagogy and
distinguishes this from personal attributes.

,lack: 2nd interview

you tendto,folget that you need to to that (reflect) as a teacher, so it (modelling!
highlights it a bit more, the decisions and what you're doing. leff get us thinking
about the decisions that you hate to make in front of the class so it's maybe not as
new to us when that situation comes on us when we're teaching. You are always
stressing the fact that you do have to be thinking when you're e a teacher as welt,
that's one of the things you're stressing, you have to always be analysing, deciding,
making judgements...! can see you took's,/ around, thinkbrg into space, it's flan( to
see that with other people. You're more aware of those sort of things, you (et us
know you're more aware. I think ies a vafisaa thing. afro, by you opening up and
telling us what you're thinking, it helps our relationship with you it makcs us feet
more comfortable because we know that you're opening up to us so we can as well;
that's one part of it apart from the fact that it emphasises that you should be
thinking.

The value Jack placed on reflection continued to develop throughout the
course. He incorporated reflection into both his teaching and his
learning. He genuinely believed that if he reflected on his teaching it
could lead to better learning ot.comes for his students.

yacfc, 3rd interview

...it means my teaching iff be better for it lieffectionl because you're more in tune
with what's happening, what your kills are (earning. It's not easy during a knort
because then's so much to fhirikabout. You'vegot m rnafx time to reflect and not to
have the pressure on you alit& time as the focus.

lie also believed that the use of reflection could enhance the quality of his
own learning.

yack4th interview

Jack; 'Mere are so many different ways to (tart, you turn by listening to ?top& and
by looking at things, you kern by doing it in a mans& t sort of way, often you ken;
when something just sort of hits you bit is not a aweless effort akr something
stimulates you ti4 the fight 6u16 flashes. I think! 4 tend, once it's happened

to try to reflect on it, it usually happens, whether that's a ease of reading
over my notes, 'median it's by asking some questions or doing some reading, I think,
I've done that a bit it reinforces it I often reflect on it a couple of times on some
things, to ht4r reinforce it, particutwfy if its same*, Mica& I quits ti4 to read
too, and 1 often try to ma if I don't understand something because I fikc to (tarn it
in my own time. I tfdnkfve made more of an effort to try ant mare things more
at the time this year probably through par coaching its happened to an anent but
I'm stiff working on Mat.

Interviewer: What sorts of things have prompted you to do Mat?
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yak: your encouragement and your comments in my journal and things 114 that,
and through that my recognition that that is probably a better way to optbnise my
(earning, because then you have two exposures to it so you can analyse your
reffraions more than once. I do ask, myself lots of questions and I've come to
recognise that this year.

Jack's incorporation of reflection into his practice is an explicit example of
valuing reflection. He demonstrates a fine understanding of the value of
having reflection modelled and how that influences his teaching andlearning.

Reflection was most commonly valued as a teaching tool. All of the
interviewees spoke about the relationship between modelling and its value
for demonstrating how they could avply it to their own practice. They felt
that.this was important because it helped them to focus more on some of the
mechanics of teaching. This seemed to be reinforced by my thinking out
loud. Many of the students saw this as a 'self-correcting' process and
something that was a teaching skill that they could use.

Miranda: 4th interview
...after you've done something you might consider that you could've done it
differently and you tett u.s. I tftinkit's important because we have to kind of be into
the process of thinking that way ourselves, we probably won't say that to a class,
but I think you have...I tninkit, whether were conscious ofit or not, we, oh well I
have, started to do the some thing. I mean I've sat their in class and egg a
question and thought oh no I shouldn't have lone that and I find myself kitting
beckon things that I've done at schoolor on the last teaching rasa or a watts"'
or something and thioft about how things worked then, if they did or Allele wont
and how I could change therm lust going back and refkaing on what I've done in
the past.

Tea& 2nd interview

...it (modelling) has a tot of impact on how I think; should' teach, whether you can
actually see that in my teaching I'm not sure. yeah it has an Impact, it matt, me
thinkabout how I should &Mgt my stuff, but that actually doing it is different.
Out it's given more exampfrs or possibilities about how to do sometitill so I've got
more practicaatampas of saying well-perhaps I coulduse this or....

Sarah: 3n1 interview
Well for one thing! had a class that wasn'tgoing sea, I hat split them up into

groups and It wasn't going wig and I thought to impel well It doesn't realty matter
if I change may ptan because it's probably better for them to workon their mum
anyway so just the fact that IV thirikbackto perhaps you chases* your tacker
whatever, and you've said a ftw times Mat this &stetsons the way Ice wonted it
to go, but I've seen that by doing that it hasn't hart the class at all he I &Met
been put off by think* no this isn't worthy Meows It, I mean it hasn'tfond
me in away Mat I've thought ohne, the 'Eitel', doss isgoing to be awful

The value of reflection for these students is that it gives them the
confidence to test their hypotheses about their teaching and their students'
learning. They are able to think about what they are doing and why and
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reason through their problems so that their pedagogy is more appropriate
to the given situation.

This practical application of reflection is interesting and appears to be a
common and concrete form of valuing reflection on practice. It may also
he a first step in developing reflection as, like any skill, there is a need to
understand the mechanics before the process can be mastered, a6apted and
incorporated into practice. Except for Nigel, all of the interviewees spoke
about the value of reflection in terms similar to those of Miranda, Pearl and
Sarah. Nigel was never able to cite examples from his own teaching. He
generally spoke about what might be possible, not what he did do. But, he
was at a disadvantage compared to the rest of the cohort. He was a part-
time student and completed only two of the three teaching rounds.

To he able to value reflection requires teaching experiences that challenge
the individual beyond just coping with classroom management or control.
There needs to be a focus on the pedagogy which transcends the
transmission of factual information. This was demonstrated at two levels.
First, with the exception of Nigel, all of the student-teachers felt that they
were beyond simply surviving in the classroom. Therefore, their concerns
shifted from concerns about self to concerns about the task of teaching.
Because they had some (albeit limited) teaching experience, they valued
new ways of viewing their work. This was how they saw reflection, as a
tool to analyse their teaching.

Perry: 2nd interview

Weft in crAL, you encourage us to question and reflect on your teaching so that when
we go out and we get out of that =viva! mode type of thing that we by and'
improve on some aspect of our teachingthat's what I believe you're on about, I
don't trow if it's verbal, but that's what I believe it'son about.

The second level of this approach is linked to the breadth of experience
necessary to act on the problems recognised through reflection. Having
had some teaching experience and being concerned with how they were
'performing' poses a dilemma due to the limited range of suggestions
possible from their own experience. They are not 'experienced' teachers
with an array of ways to teach particular content, therefore their
suggestions are limited and this affects their ability to test their
hypotheses.

Sabina: 3rd interview
i know that I'd akc to be a flexible teacher and that's whet it [value of reflection)
Ls. Out I thintit's something that's going to tafl a aide while to achieve, I have to
be comfortable with the curriculum, I thinkit would depend on Me 'Moot and arts
of other things.

By the same token though, the exploration of appropriate pedagogy in
context (type of: school, students, content etc.) is not linear. It is not a
search for an end-point, more so, a search for understanding. The value of
reflection is something greater than the ability to devise and conduct a
good lesson. Sabina attempts to articulate this point during her third
interview.
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Sabina: .3rd interview
I've seen teachers in Cots of different areas, I thinkyou reflect on your teaching. I
don't think, that - I don't want to name names - in some other subject areas that
people reflect because if the strategies haven't had any affect they haven't been
altered. Yet, other lecturers here are so secure in the way they teach something to
Dip. Ed students that they thinkthey have the teaching everience so they know
what they're on about so 1 don't thinkthey can reflect very much or that if they to it
doesn't show in their teathing...in schools I tatkquite a few teachers to reflect on
their teaching, they might not have a great deal of time to sit down and analyse in
depth but they reflect on the success or failure of what they were doing in their
classroom and I thinkthat wiff reffr.ct on how they teach future units, even if it's
just to to with the curriculum. Li4 if it's Etwash and it's a bookend itgets a poor
reaction then there's no way that you'd set it again, you'd look for an alternative, if
the kids don't engage in Me text Men it's pointless just hashing it to pieces. I Mink
some teachers remember the things that were successful in the classroom, they to try
to use than again. ?hen I had one stamp& of a teacher who said come and watch
this whiz bang Cason and it was, it was sprat lesson gettbsg year 7 into poetry.
tut I thought he: got that really set in his mind haw to teach that, it work; for him
and it worrfCs really well and the kids gain a at from it but I think, he probably
teaches that to Me year 7's year in year out, that's his one good lesson. You just
wonder how much reflection: gone into thae..(thert musing to herself] is it necessary
to reflect on everything. If it's successful, why change it?

One possible difficulty related to how the students understood reflection,
and thus valued it, is that I never outlined any of the fundamental or
philosophical underpinnings to my view of reflection. I did not ever give
a formal definition of the term, nor did I outline any of the major
theoretical conceptions of a reflective cycle eg. Dewey (1933), Schtin (1983)
etc. Rather, I left the development of understanding to the individual and
attempted to rely on modelling as the most important form of teaching
about reflection. Any form of valuing that was implicit in the student-
teachers' conception of reflection was inter-woven with their
understanding of reflection. Although this may be regarded as a
methodological weakness by some, for me it ensured that I was genuinely
researching how they learnt from the modelling of reflective practice.
They did not have an explicit and well defined research protocol to follow
that might encourage them to tell me what they thought I might like to
hear. Consequently, Perry's statement during his fourth interview is a
fitting way of demonstrating that reflection and the modelling of
reflection was indeed valued by the participants in this group.

ferry: 4th interview
akc to tinwh you in 1.1L you're more interesting than what's going on,

just watching you thirsiCky what on 1 gobs, to to fire, which omen I going to go
on with now, how tong wilt we spent on this task, how many people have finished,
people are getting fidgety others are stiff reading, this is work*, this isn't workby,
where to from fare. Au of those are sort of obvious, but then when you're doing your
own teaching you've got to sort of go back end* say welt What worfal here and what
didn't? How much time shout( I spend on this, any I going town Mt right track, is
there a better way I can present It etc. So Mey happen, and I pass that's the reason
that I refkct is that I can see the value in it.
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interviewer: Where do you see the yaw in it?
Perry: By improving and by teaming about teaching, and teaching about framing.
So the reason I refkct is for personatgrowth ptus professional' devetopment. Ifiey're
the two arras that 1 see as refliction, becastsevnce something's over if you can gain
something from what went before then there has to be an advantage 1 suppose,
that when 1 see refkction.

The data illustrates that the student-teachers recognize and value the
modelling of reflection and suggests that they do attempt to reflect on theirown practice. However, the time of reflection has an impact on the
relationship reflection and practice. Exploring these student-teachers useof reflection before, during and after a lesson is important in
understanding their development as reflective practitioners.

Anticipatory reflection

In order to teach a lesson satisfactorily there is a need to think about the
content to be taught, the method to employ in teaching it and why that
method is applicable. For most student-teachers lesson plans are a formal
way of structuring their thinking about teaching, and, as they become
more accustomed and comfortable with teaching, their use of written
lesson plans tends to decrease. However, there is a difference between
planning a lesson and reflecting on how that lesson might unfold, the
options available in the teaching and learning environment and thereasons for the actions adopted.

Considering the likely scenario and the nuances associated with the
complexity of teaching are indicative of anticipatory reflection. This isperhaps the first time that student-teachers differentiate between simply
considering an approach to teaching and genuinely reflecting on how toteach.

Pearl offers an insight into anticipatory reflection when she talks abouther micro-teaching early on in the course. In the following example,
Pearl illustrates how purposeful anticipatory reflection can be.

Pear( 1st interview.

Pearl: 1 do that (reflect / most when 1 have to process something and then have to
do something with it. Because 1 find that 1 come up wide whok kit of ideas but 1
need to sift through what's re4vant and what isn't...a whole 6:t of ideas come up
and a tot of them will be rthvant anda whok lot will not be so then 1 need to take
aff those ideas, (eau it for a while, probably write it down, then come backand say
this is how it works....

Interviewer: Welt tet me remind you ofa situation. 'When you were doing your
micro-teaching did you reffret (17 au that term because you've already used it) on
what you were going to do?

Peart Yep. ?finking about what I was going to do. I probably spent the first
three or four days Just thinking about what topic 1 might do, why 1 woad or
wouldn't do it, what would be probfrmarlc and what wouldn't. ?lien it was easier
to watch other peopk do it (their micro-remising) andsee where Me probkins wr.
Likc it seemed to me to be much hailer tv try ant just root information. I had to
do some filtering of 114 scenarios of what would and what wouldn't workand the
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thing that was worrying me was the Ming that I found' hardest was that idea of
urbanisation (the topic she was going to micro - teach) to try and get that
information, to try and pickit up with the video (being video taped in the micro-
teaching situation) could inakc me sweat I Mink so how, what approaches may or
might not work..I've always done that. I thinkthat that's one reason why I'm more
conscious of it at the moment. I made resolutions about what to do or not to do.

Pearl shows that her anticipatory reflection involves an approach to
thinking about her teaching in ways that allow her to make suggestions,
pose problems, reason through her choices, hypothesise on what might or
might not work and why, then to settle on a course of action which she can
test in her teaching. Although she does not use these terms, it r Appears
implicit in her description that that is what she is doing. She is reflecting
on different approaches to teaching content, sifting and sorting the ideas
that she has until she settles on an approach to adopt. This anticipatory
reflection gives her an opportunity to approach her teaching 5,n a way that
is more responsive than mechanistic. By thinking about teaching in this
manner she is not driven so much by a need to concentrate on the
technicalities of teaching skills (eg. questioning, wait-time) but by a
holistic approach to teaching which may subsume these skills rather than
be dictated by them.

Reflecting on what might be, how a teaching episode might progress, gives
a greater sense of purpose to the teaching. Perry demonstrates this in his
description of how he anticipates what might be. He has a purpose that
drives his thinking giving purpose and meaning to his reflection.

Perry: 4th interview.

I thinkwhat if this happens, what if that happens, how wilt I counter Mat, (what's
an appropriate! division of thne and resources. So I tftinkabout as many different
things as can happen, what's the worst thing that can happen, what's the best thbrg
that can happen, what's my contingency plan, those sort of Mbigs...that obviously
helps in the running of the class...if I nave one desire, it's to make them do more of
the (earning and me to do less of the talking because I do, I tatktoo naafi. I'd realty
aff to workmore in a one to one [situation!, or with smaller groups, or observe
smalkrgroups.

Stephen also considers his actions in a framework of "what might be ir,
hypothesising and reasoning through possibilities so that his teaching is
appropriate to his students' learning. He also briefly introduces the idea
that previous experiences play a part in influencing anticipatory
reflection.

Stephen: 4th interview.

*fore a lesson, I don't knew if I thinkl'd taint reffecting but I thinkabout what
comfit happen in that lesson based upon previous everknces In eau, Ox, it is
refkction...before or after a kwon, I /*kW* do much writing (referring to his
Journal I'm just preparing and collecting things I ms#fit roof, and' I might be
thinking about it and deciding why or why not IV use it or (each it.
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It is interesting that in different ways all of these quotes have the same
theme running through them. Each of the student-teachers are concerned
with the "why" (reasoning) of their methodology, the "how" (suggestions)
does not seem to be a major concern. Therefore, the likelihood that there
might he meaningful learning about their teaching through anticipatory
reflection is enhanced because they are planning to do more than
"survive" or "cope" through the experience. By being committed to test
their thinking about teaching, they are placing themselves in a position of
learning, and from that testing, to continue the reflective cycle.

This anticipatory reflection involves considering possibilities before
deciding on a means of action. The ability to anticipate outcomes would
clearly be influenced by one's previous experiences (as noted by Stephen),
so it seems a natural progression for a thoughtful pedagogue to be
interested in learning from the testing situation. Therefore, reflecting on
that experience should proceed at the conclusion of the test. Hence the
development of retrospective reflection.

Retrospective reflection.

Many student-teachers readily depart their classes relieved that they have
completed another lesson. Therefore, there is a major difference between
a person thinking that a lesson was either "good" or "bad" and a person
reflecting on that experience to learn from it. Retrospective reflection
should encompass learning from the experience regardless of the
perceived success of the episode. The key to retrospective reflection might
well be in the questions "why was the lesson good or bad?", and "how can
the learning from that lesson shape my thinking about other situations7"
Through these questions reflection may be initiated.

The participants in this study demonstrate that retrospective reflection
plays a part in their development as reflective practitioners and that its
use influences their learning about teaching

For Andrea and Jack, retrospective reflection means learning from
experiences so that they do not "make the same mistakes twice". Therefore,
recognising a problem would be the start of the reflective cycle. Beingremoved from the situation, having time to reflect after the event is
important in shaping how they might respond to the learning.

Andrea: 3rd interview
Do I thinkabout my teaching after I've taught a kssonl Weil' you must in order to
prepare for the next class. I to, you must. Igo home and thinkabout the

Andrea: 4th interview

question where I went wrong and what I'd aro to have tone differently. If it's
something that faded I try to thinkwhy it faired if I presented something incorrectly
or got into a knot with my words, or the butructions weren't dear enough, or at
what point did 1 lose the crass or et what point did I confuse sown people, always
trying to recap on those things before next lesson. I'd always try to avoid' the same
problems in the net lesson or to recap on those things.
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Jack!
I guess I'm refkcting at the moment. 1 guess often 1 refkct, Igo baekover some
now, you just try to tookbehind the ants, to what's written to what they really
mean, try to get to the base of it, try and get to the concept.

Interviewer: Are there particular times that that occurs? 'When does it occur for
you?

After most of the time, 1 Minkbackover it, at the time I by and absorb it rather
than ma(v sense of it, and Ater on I might try and go go over ita bit more closely and
see what it means.

9ack4th interview
I thinkrny best reflation time is after. i thinkof the actual. writingproms that I
do after as far as writing and evaluating comments from lessons and that is best
after for me which is probably a couple of hours after it.
Interviewer: 'What impact does that have on your teaching?
you're fess 1i l% to male mistakes, or fens Ilfoly to mak; the ones that you made in
that tesson.

Finding a way into retrospective reflection so that it is more than a
fleeting glance of an experience is important. As Jack demonstrates
(above), there may be structured or organised ways of initiating the cycle.
Seeing a need to reflect retrospectively may facilitate more formal
approaches as is the case with Miranda.

Miranda: 4th interview
I probably do most of my reflecting after teaching, I Minka tot about beforeand In
starting to do more during but it's after I've taught something I've actuattygot into
Me process of going throligh my lesson 'fans and writingan evaluation, we weren't
askpf to or anything though, often what the supervising teacherwas saying was
difftrent to what I thought a lot of the times, probably I was more critical on
myself: 'They'd' say oh that world well and* I'd think no it could've wor(ed* better
and so I'd go and nue. a note of it so Mat if I taught smith* again I coast took
backend maybe remember that and In it differently. So I think) do most of my
refiktirig after dam

For many of the student-teachers, retrospective reflection equates with
improving the way the lesson was taught. However, understanding what
improvement means is difficult. It might mean the way information waspresented or how it was interpreted by the students. In some cases,
reflection may encourage considering factors which are outside the
teacher's control. Testing then becomes more difficult and less likely as
the problem may be put to one side.

Sarah : 4th bsterview

After a tenon? Welt ofcourse you assess how the lesson went how you've rioting',
especially ilia did I do Mil right did I do that right andjust how yes tfaxktfie kids
enjoyed it and what shirr I could've improvedon that ottolossfy tils't go loam
wet! end perhaps why they ittitretgo down welt LL(f Ives it snyfasde orwas it toBEST COPY AVAILABLE
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do with the environment or outside the classroom altogetheror something 114 that,
so just working out ways of improving that.

Better understanding of one's pedagogy through retrospective reflection is
possible when the purpose of reflection allows the learning to go beyond
the single teaching episode. At one level there is learning how to teach a
lesson or content area better, but at another, there is learning to abstract
the learning from one episode to another. In either case it is through
retrospective reflection that the developing pedagogue is able to learn
from and through their own experiences. Testing hypotheses about
teaching content differently requires a commitment to finding ways of
being able to repeat a teaching experience which allows the reasoned
pedagogical adjustments to be explored. Perry explained one way of doing
this that satisfied his desire to learn through reflection.

Terry: 4th interview

[after a lesson, I'd thinkthat could be different or that was *good* lesson, or a bad
lesson. Well I'm never satisfied with my work..I used to consider what worf mrlr
fikc I tried a tot of methods, Maw and that sort of thing, and 1 ?ward the same
lesson three times once to see what improvements I could* mix.

At another level, Sabina recognises a broader understanding of learning
about teaching by considering ways of applying thinking beyond the
specific. Through retrospective reflection she is able to consider her
learning in one context so that it might influence her teaching in a
different context.

Sabina: 3rd interview

'Well I mentally assess whether or not or how I thought the taus went whether it
was a good class or a bad class and if it was bad why was it bad and if it wasgood
why was it good. If it was a new activity I'd thintabout how the ,kills responded
to it, and if they responded well to it maybe you could incorporate that MOM into the
way you teach in difftrent forms.

Reflection on a teaching episode is obviously important if one is to
capitalise on the learning from that experience. However, the focus of that
reflection, the questions which guide and direct the hypotheses developedand the tests that might be employed, will vary from individual to
individual. To consider these guiding questions, it appears important that
retrospective reflection focuses on a concern for pedagogical development
so that learning may be from both "good" and "bad" lessons. The influence
of the affective domain is important because a "good" lesson can encourage
a student-teacher to reconsider the !earnings from a teaching experience,
while a "bad" lesson (for some) might cause them to dismiss the episode
completely and therefore limit their opportunities and pathways into
retrospective reflection.

Contemporaneous reflection.

If anticipatory reflection is a starting point for student-teachers to develop
ways of thinking about their approaches to pedagogy and retrospective
reflection is a vehicle for learning from attempting such approaches, then
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contemporaneous reflection is how they can learn from and about their
practice in action. This is when the complex and dynamic nature of
teaching may be developed so that it becomes immediately responsive to
learning. In an environment where decisions may need to be made
quickly, where the perception that problems and difficulties need to be
resolved almost immediately, reflecting contemporaneously would not be
easy for student-teachers. Recognising a need for, or the value of,
contemporaneous reflection is one thing, being able to incorporate it into
practice is another. So how do student-teachers address this dilemma?

Sac t 3r1 interview

Sack; _sun, frefikting luring a kssonl it means ,n teaching wiff be better for it
because you're more in tune with what's happening, what your Cal are (canting.
It's not easy luring a lessors though because there's so muck to thinkabout. you've
got to nu* time to mflict and not to hate the Frame on you all the time.

Jack makes the point well that he needs to make time to reflect. He needs
an opportunity to think about what he is doing without having to do
something about it then and there. Recognition of the value of
contemporaneous reflection and action from it are definitely two distinct
domains in Jack's case. The ability to find time to reflect is the problem for
Jack and in his mind he seems to see a need to ask the class to take 'time-
out' for a moment so that he can think. This notion of time to reflect
revolves around an ability to structure teaching so that time is available
whilst the students are still 'on task', otherwise the prompt for the need ty
reflect contemporaneously may persist but be unresolved.

Sarah: 2n1 interview

Interviewer: So when you were teaching were you saying things to yourself is

this going the way I pfiumesf?

Sarah: yes I was. Weff I was trying to give them an image in their heads.
Something to relate backto. Whik I was teaching than I just tot thbuking, to
something or say something that's going to get them to natiorther this cfass...I
thought, give them something that it can relate to, sonsetfting simpfr and perhaps
they'll' get more of s feel for it. So I was trying to get than to visualise, you ("sow
alt the images I cou(l thirtkof...1 just kcpt assessing how I was gobrg and if I found
something that wasn't working too well IV try to workout a way to get it better,
but general% the classes went as 'lama

Sarah describes the difficulty of being able to respond quickly when
reflecting on action in action. Problem recognition may have initiated a
reflective cycle but her inability to quickly develop suggestions limits her
capacity to develop 'on the spot' alternatives causing her to see that her
classes generally go as planned. In this instance Sarah may well be
alluding to the fact that she has been unable to find sufficient time to
resolve her problem in the class, or that she does not have enough
experience to call on to draw suggestions from in response to the problem.
Therefore, the classes go as planned because although she recognises
instances of contemporaneous reflection, the cycle begins but is not
completed. The relationship between experience and time is expanded
further by Sabina.
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Sabina: 34 interview

Sometimes. Like in English I find it easier in the classroom to assess what's going
on and I thinkrnore quickly about how I'm going to change it and why I'mgoing to
change it and have alternative strategies when I can change the pace. Out
something akc history I find really quite difficult because it's so knowledge ream as
a subject and just personally at the moment I find it tells me a tot longer to think
up ways that knowledge can be imparted through the kids being involved in the
kerning more. So that if something is not working in the classroom in history I'm
firs fikgy to come up with something quickly to change that but it might reflect on
how I might teach that some unit in future.

Sabina outlines how her ability to reflect contemporaneously is closely
linked to her understanding of the content knowledge and how the better
this understanding influences her 'response time'. She also raises another
point which is consistent with her approach to retrospective reflection.
She says, "it might reflect on how I might teach that same unit in thefuture." Sabina is putting forward the idea that she learns from her
attempts at contemporaneous reflection so that she might well be honing
her skills at reflecting on action in action through doing. Also, her store
of suggestions and hypotheses pertaining to certain pedagogical problems
is being increased even though testing may not necessarily lead to
resolution of the problem on each occasion.

The relationship between retrospective and contemporaneous reflection isimportant to recognise because although attempts at contemporaneous
reflection may not be satisfying for the student-teacher, the opportunity togo hack over them is offered through retrospective reflection. Bylearning from retrospective reflection, contemporaneous reflection mayhe enhanced. Pearl explains this well as she articulates the links between
learning and reflection while still noting some of the difficulties associated
with finding time to reflect in action.

Pearl: 4th interview

Pearl: ...before is the easiest because it's Me easiest to do, you tsow, R(y you're
trying to make sense of something that happens, not sure what's going to happen,
then there's a strong push to actually engage in it. And when Oman, starts,
you know, Rke partly reflection partly working out what urorkr...Tart ofit though
is extracting from past, past experiences now.

Interviewer: Do you do that?

Pearl: ...yeah I have to creak space for me if I want to reflect, I mean I actually
actirxty say you will now have 2 minutes where you're not the person who is
determining what will happen, when you can workout what they say, because I
can't dolt while I'm jest responding. Arid unless, andman I* very eartfortabk I
can't say, Wang on I just need time off to reflect." Afterwards depending on how
badly it's gone, I don't thinkalrout it first, it's tticc absolute shut down on it.
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Interviewer: What do you mean the worse it is the (us 114vehood it is that you think
about its

Pease Weff I can't thinkabout it, lifT scolding yourself every time you think
about it. you know what I mean, ate it's just fi4 you thinkyou'regoing to die, I'm
going to die but I haven't but then there's a delayed time before coming backand
you're trying to workit out. And you try to workit out, just what was going on
and the way I to that is to try and get into it again and workout whet was
happening, fi.4 why the responses and did I actually to that? And' then I would
carry that through until the nett time. So before I teach again Igo back, revisit all
this stuff I'm figured, does that make sense?

Contemporaneous reflection is then a challenge for student-teachers. It
may be threatening or uncomfortable to recognise a need for alternative
approaches to pedagogy during practice and not have suggestions on hand
to reason through in order to address the problems in the teaching and
learning episode. Pearl talks about her approach to learning in practice
by reliving the event, vicariously placing herself back in the 'action
present' to hypothesise about how she might have acted.

Perry was able to recognise an opportunity to learn through
contemporaneous reflection, the immediate threat of uncertainty about
how to act being lessened by the recognition of the value of the learning
for his students. The learning being so powerful that it encouraged him to
continue to incorporate contemporaneous reflection more and more in his
teaching.

Perry: fourths interview

Reny: Like one of the but framing episodes that we had In the class was when I
stuffed up on the boort Ail' of a sudden the kids saw this as a chance to explore
their knowklge. ?hey were going what if this affects that and the inflation affects
aggregate demand sac. 7rw kids saw an opening for new ideas and new thoughts
and it was reallygood so I didn't worry about not having the answer and I let them
thinkos because I could fed the vibes from behind me. As! rooked at Me toga
was refkairy. It might have only been half the Ws but they were really
challenging their know44e and understanding of the information.

Intvviewer: What affairs you to to that sort of thing?

Perry: I guess its based on my confidence...reffection I know I do it in the dass, and
I'm sure that most people do, it's just that they don't isolate it, and it's partly
because of this study I tend to thinkabout it. Like its just, I thinkto ortyseg weir
I've reflected and that's why I'm going to do this, and partly because An conscious
of this study. ?rot obviously helps in Me ramming of the crass. Like I fed
comfortable in Me class that I can change alma in class, I don't fed fogged awn
by my lesson plan, when your supervisor comes in and they want a copy ofyour
lessons plan 1 ahoy, feel more restricted and I've had to go up and say took I 'us
going off my lesson p&p, now and that's because of this, this and this
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ferry's description of learning about and through contemporaneous
reflection is punctuated by references to this study. There is little doubt
that being interviewed throughout the year about his views on teachingand learning was an intervention in the 'normal' process of the pre-
service education course. However, the intervention was of a form that did
not mandate ways of thinking or acting. It attempted to model an approach
to thinking about teaching coupled with a probing of the individual's
thoughts and views. Each participant was able to make up their own mind
about how much (if any) of what was happening to them needed to be
incorporated in their own practice.

The point made by Perry that his thinking has been influenced by being aparticipant in this research project is important because it suggests that
modelling reflection has influenced both his views and practice, of
anticipatory, contemporaneous and retrospective reflection. Mirandadraws attention to this in her third interview and explains well her
practice, understanding and valuing of reflection.

Miranda: 3rd interview

Miranda: I suppose to good teachingyou should add thinking about it before during
and after.

Interviewer: Had you always thought that?

Miranda: No probably not. I know that you've said that in class, but I thinkit's
true though_

Interviewer: Why to you thinkit's important?

Miranda: It's obviously important to piers and be think-big before a class, but it's
important to be thinking about what you're doing during crass so that as I said if
you need to change tackyou can to that, then after etas you need to (ookbackand
see if something didn't work and askwhy it didn't workrather than just arms, it
away and say 1 won't to that again. just &okra other ways you can imprcev it
next time.

Inttrviewer: Can you (earn to 4 that? Now toyou (earn to to that?

Miranda: I thinkyou have to be aware of it. I found that once you said it I started
to thinkabout it and started doing much more of it on the second teaching round
than the first. 'Me first was just oh good its over, next caw. Out second teaching
round IV tilde a step backer/ter the class and Mink p rfavugh my phut's* again
and think about what I would 4 differentlynet lion.

Interviewer: Wiry?

Miranda: *cause I wasn't frArrting anything. Lils first round was just survival
Out the second round was eq(oring different things...14 you should be ready to
accept that things don't aftvays go to pax but workout why and then thirtkof
other alternatives.

3'7
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Interviewer: Why to you thinkthat?

Miranda: Because you often say things in class a4 this isn't working or whatever

Interviewer: Why to I to that?

Miranda: you're doing that to rebus your thought processes so that hopefully we'll
emulate them and thinkabout it ourselves and I found I was doing that on teaching
rounds...I may have realised the need for it myself but it definitely helps when you
say those things.

Interviewer: Is it easy to do?

Miranda: I found it increasin14 easy to do, it had a lot to do with confidence and
knowing your subject matter and knowing your students and hoeing that they're
not going to Minkany less of you. So I don't thinkit's so hard now as long as
you've got alternative strategies.

Interviewer: Were you in lessons where you thought, I need to meta a change now
but I don't know what to do?

Miranda: Oh yeah. I had one teem where I needed to make a change but I didn't
know what to do because I didn't have any alternative strategy. I ended up tursang
It into a revision class - I suppose I did have an afternative sateen.

Interviewer: 'What about when you finish a ekes, what happens Men?

Miranda: I found that I'd takto my supervising teachers than I'd sit Mere and go
through my ksson plan bookagain and say oh yeah I didn't quite to that the way I
wanted to.

Interviewer: Whydo you do things 04 that?

Minta4: I thinkit's important so that next tine I don't ma kf Me same mieta4
twice, the ors wouldn't be (earning anything by it and it's important for my
teething as welL Otherwise teaching would be very boring if you had your own
fit& formula and you didn't change it or after it at a0

This excerpt from Miranda's third interview is indicative of the views of
many of the student-teachers in this study and demonstrates how the
explicit modelling of reflective practice can influence the development
and use of reflection in student-teachers.

Conclusion

The work of Schein (1983, 1987) has been a catalyst for the recent interest
and research on reflection and varying conceptions of the nature of
reflection have been well documented. Zeichner (1983) and Tom (1985)
described some of these which include teachers as: action researchers,
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inquirers, problem solvers, hypothesis makers, self-monitors andanalysers. With such wide ranging views of reflection it is little wonderthat there have been numerous attempts to incorporate it in pre-service
education courses.

The desire to help student-teachers learn to think and act in any of theways described by Zeichner (1983) and Tom (1985) is what led to the
development of the approach to modelling adopted for this study. I believedthat if student-teachers were to learn about reflection, they needed to begiven continual opportunities to view it in action. As reflection is acognitive process, access to such thinking needed to be possible in waysthat allowed it to he observed and understood across a range of teaching
and learning contexts and in a number of observable forms. Thus the
incorporation of the 'thinking aloud' approach to teaching, and my openand honest personal reflections on the teaching and learning in the TALclass described in my journal writing. It was also important to me thatindividuals were able to draw their own conclusions about the use, value,
and development of reflection for teaching practice, and that is why theresearch method adopted was employed without the technicalities of the
reflective cycle ever being outlined to the TAL class. It was also as much to
ensure that the student-teachers did not act, or write, in ways that might be
influenced by their knowledge of what I might be looking for; beyond the
general notion of being thoughtful about their pedagogy.

Learning from and through experience is important for student-teachers
to develop the skills of reflective practice and is very closely linked to theirteaching experiences. Enhancing reflection in student-teachers throughteacher education programs is then most likely if there is an overt linkbetween reflection and their teaching experiences. Learning is much
more internalized when it is focussed on the individual's own thoughts andactions and my hope was that by seeing this modelled by their teacher
educator, that the likelihood that this would occur with the participants
would be greater.

The ability to develop student-teachers' reflective processes is also relatedto the concerns that influence their thinking and learning throughout
their pre-service program. As student-teachers become more at ease in therole of a teacher, there may be a shift in their focus from themselves totheir students. Hence, their concerns move toward the relationship
between their teaching and their students' learning (as well as theirlearning from and through their own teaching). At this time, their ability
to reflect, and the quality of that reflection, noticeably improves and theinfluence of this reflection on their teaching practice is at an optimum.

Although the thinking aloud format and the journal writing were heavilydependent on a trusting classroom environment combined with good tutor-student-teacher relationships, they served their purpose well indemonstrating to the participants that teaching and learning aboutteaching are enhanced through reflection.

For me, the thinking aloud format produced some of the most interestingdata about modelling. Giving student-teachers immediate access to mythoughts and concerns during teaching demonstrated for them that evenexperienced teachers can continue to find teaching problematic. As theybecame privy to the thoughts that influenced my practice, the student-teachers view of experienced teachers conducting lessons that smoothlyand methodically move from an introduction to a conclusion, with each
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step along the way (including students' responses and actions) known in
advance by the teacher, was de-mystified as they saw and heard my
pedagogical struggles (both cognitive and affective) with their learning
about teaching.

One of the most heartening aspects of this element of the research was the
fact that many of the participants spoke about how this modelling practice
influenced them. It encouraged them to be comfortable with similar
struggles with their own pedagogy and helped them to realise that this was
an important part of teaching. It also highlighted for many that eventhough the members of the class were party to the same pedagogical
experiences, they did not experience the same learning outcomes from
those experiences. This was important for two reasons. The first was that itparalleled the position of their students' learning when they were
teaching, and it also demonstrated that there was not one way to teach
particular content (or one way to learn to teach).

Both of these points were important in developing these student-teachers'views of reflection. In the case of their teaching and their students'
learning, they saw, by experiencing it themselves, that to enhance
learning across the range of students in a class, pedagogy must beresponsive to different learners. To do that, reflection on action is
fundamental. The second point was important in terms of their own view
of their development as teachers. There is an old saying that a teacher can
have ten years experience, or one year's experiences ten times. For the
participants in this study, they had little doubt that they would learn from
their experiences through reflection oil action so that they had (at least)
ten years experience.

It is clear that the use of the three times of reflection varies dependent on anumber of factors, but that development of reflection is increasingly
complex from anticipatory, through to retrospective and finally into
contemporaneous. reflection.

In the rush and bustle of classroom practice, for these student-teachers,
what they said about reflection and what they did about reflection wassometimes two different things. However, an important link betweensaying and doing is seeing. Student-teachers who become accustomed to
seeing their experiences from different perspectives, and who are able to
be more detached from their personal feelings about their teaching, tend todevelop their reflection more readily than those who do not. This seeing
becomes a most important issue as it opens up new avenues for thinking
about teaching and new ways of learning from experience. It is also animportant aim of modelling, which in this case through the method
adopted, attempted to encourage student-teachers to recognise the need forteachers to 'see' and for them to then apply that to their own teaching
experience. However, as the student-teachers were not (nor could not be)forced to apply all of the lessons from the modelling experience to theirown practice, the ability to 'see' situations in different ways at differenttimes varied from individual to individual. Importantly though, for me,this is to be expected as teaching should lead to greater divergence ofoutcomes rather than simple convergence.

The relationship between student-teachers' concerns and their use ofreflection is also important. These concerns also influence the three timesof reflection, how they are used, and to what extent they are employed inpractice.
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As student-teachers move from concerns about self to concerns about theirstudents' learning, they become more able to reflect as their recognition ofproblem situations beckon them to respond. This is most apparent duringteaching when opportunities for contemporaneous reflection arerecognized and seized so that teaching practice can be more responsive tostudent learning.

The fine line between deliberate reflection, reflection on action, as opposedto spontaneous (perhaps sub-conscious) reflection, reflection-in-action,becomes more apparent in student-teachers as they become more at easewith contemporaneous reflection. As their repertoire of suggestions,experienced and anticipated problem situations, hypotheses, reasoning andtesting skills increases, their ability to reflect during teaching isenhanced. Through so doing, the amount of time and the extent ofthoughtful deliberation necessary to reflect on action, might be reduced sothat reflection-in-action begins to emerge as another importantpedagogical tool. That may well be a worthwhile extension of this type ofresearch project, mapping the development of reflective student-teachers'reflection-in-action as they move into full-time teaching.

Learning about reflective practice in the context of the student-teachers'own teaching and learning situations is fundamental to the view oflearning from, and through, experience that I hold dear in teachereducation.

Student-teachers should not simply be told the mechanics of reflection,then he trained in such methods, then apply them generally to theirpedagogy. They must experience reflection as a part of their own learningabout learning and teaching, then they can, and will, decide how to apply itin their own practice as their pedagogy is shaped by the context of theteaching -learning environments in which they work.
Reflection is not simply a personal trait that some have and others do not.It is something that when understood and valued, can be developed throughteacher education where teacher educators practice what they preach. Inso doing, they will encourage their student-teachers to do likewise.
A major goal of this study was to enable student-teachers to develop thepedagogical habits and skills necessary for self-directed growth, and in sodoing better understand the development of their reflective processes.Ilowever, one difficulty created for student-teachers experiencing themodelling processes described in this paper is the need to continuallyjuggle learning about learning and learning about teaching.Fundamentally they need to be able to juxtapose two perspectives onlearning, the student's (ie. their own position) and the teacher's, as theybecome involved in determining what it means to be a reflectivepractitioner. This problem underlies one of the major difficuldes forteacher educators who hope to develop reflective practitioners in pre-service education. There is a need for teacher educators to teach in amanner that encourages student-teachers to take more responsibility fortheir own learning. In so doing, student-teachers may become moreconscious of the use of reflection as they better develop theirunderstanding of teaching and learning.
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Through this shift in responsibility for learning, the learner's questions,
concerns, thoughts and needs might be better addressed as they learn by
reflecting on these and become more conscious of how this process
influences their learning and can therefore influence their teaching.
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APPENDIX 1: Vignette

The vignette below is designed to give an overview of the type of
interaction that occurred in the observer's session. All of the students'
comments are taken from the actual transcript and insights into the
observer's thoughts are taken from his notes of the session.

Ascertaining the students' views.

The class was unusually reserved. An air of uncertainty was
apparent. Dick (the observer) explained that he was simply trying to
work out the class' understanding of John's approach to teaching.
"It's part of his Ph.D." he said. "It's got nothing to do with assessment
of you or John."

He turned on the overhead projector and placed the first
transparency in position. It outlined an episode from the previous
session. Much had been made of the gap between learning theory,
which was the last unit before the teaching round, and the students'
approaches to teaching. The transparency also had two questions.
Why do you think John did/said this and do you actually learn
anything from John's approaches?

The students gradually relaxed and opened up. They discussed the
difference between knowing what a theory was and how it could be
used to influence their teaching practice. Nigel said that he thought
John was trying to hint that they needed to pay more attention to the
concepts taught in class. Dorothy said that it showed how quickly
students forget what they learn. Jack concluded that it highlighted
the importance of learning for all of them. The discussion helped the
class to loosen-up, they were warming to Dick and their early
concerns began to subside.

Dorothy started to answer question one as Dick read it out. "We are

like the kids," she said, "and he wants us to remember what it's like."
Anthony agreed saying, "Ile'd had us all going through learning
theory for several weeks and he didn't want us to just take it as
something we were told. He feels that it's important and that we
should see that it's important. I think he realises and undemands
how it affects a student's learning, and he got the feeling that we
didn't, so he was trying to get us to think about it again."

Dick paraphrased the discussion to check that his understanding of
the students' views was correct. "So you're saying that John thinks
this will help you teach better?" he said. Nick could barely stop
himself from responding, "What he's doing is telling us that it's not
enough to know them, we need to know how to apply them." he
blurted. "Yes, and it's actually that we couldn't do it, that's what he
wanted us to see." said Cleo.

Then Peggy made a statement which Dick latched on to. He'd been
waiting for something that would give him a chance to explore John's
purpose from the students' perspective. Ile couldn't believe his good
fortune. Peggy said that John wanted them to think about the
different ways of learning when planning a lesson. It triggered
numerous responses throughout the group. Like a hunter stalking its
prey he quizzed and probed skilfully as their understanding
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unravelled before him. Pearl spoke about the link between reflection
and action and how her journal was important in easing the tension
between the two. "It helps you to look back and to think about what
you did and why. There is no specific answer, but you have to keep

trying." she said.

"Reflection and thinking all in one breath." he thought. "This will be
a good way to explore their understanding of the terms. And I didn't
have to introduce it!" He asked for definitions of the terms. Nigel
interjected with a line about self-evaluation, Jack said it had to do with
asking yourself questions after, or perhaps even during, an event.
Someone from the back of the class thought it had to do with
suggesting alternative strategies. Then Perry posed a question that
had been running through his mind for some time. "So did John plan
to highlight the problem that way or not?" he asked.

Dick explained how they had both decided that the lesson after the
teaching round would be a good one to observe but that he did not
know how John had planned to teach it. His opinion was that John
wanted to link the importance of a number of things from the course
to their teaching but that he did not have in mind how he might
specifically do it.

This opened up a major discussion on what the students thought John
might or might not do when planning and running a session, how he
might respond in different situations, and why he used various
teaching strategies. Through this discussion Dick started to shape a
scenario of his own.

"Well let's look at this next example." he said placing another
transparency on the overhead. "When did John come up with that
one?"

Nigel, always quick to say his piece, said that it was spontaneous.
Mitchell, while agreeing with Nigel, proposed a reason to support the
spontaneous hypothesis. "John wanted to link the two. He believed in
those 7 elements of learning and he said early on that it's important
and we'd be retnrning to them. I think his definition of a good
teacher would be a thinking teacher. That's what he was doing. He
saw an opening and he took it." he said.

Dick moved on saying, "So does John force you to think or reflect?"
The word force was of concern to all. Nadine thought that it was not
so much a force as a suggestion or encouragement. Sabina suggested
that challenge might be more appropriate than for force. Jack was
not so concerned with the term as the meaning. "He tries to make us
accept responsibility, to see the value." he said. The discussion
continued for some time as Dick tried to give everyone an opportunity
to speak. always hoping to involve the whole group. He decided to
move on to his next question just as Marg said, "He gives us tasks to do
to make us think. After the teaching round he gets us to write down
things like, 'three things that I've learnt from this experience,' and
it's really difficult because on rounds you don't really think about it
like he forces you to think when we come back here." He seized the
opportunity to make the transition between 'what' and 'why' as he
carefully posed the next question.
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"Do you have to do it? He might push you to, but he won't fail you if
you don't do it. Will he?" he said with an inquiring tone.

Stephen had not said anything in the session up 'til now so Dick wasmore than pleased when he picked up the non-verbal cue thatStephen had something to say. "He doesn't force us, we forceourselves because we see him and the way he thinks so we should beable to learn from it too." This was just what Dick was looking for. Achance to explore the reasons for their actions. He knew he was onthe right track when Cleo said, "The responses he puts in the journalsare what make you want to do it. It's a relationship it's not just thesort of teacher he is."

Cleo's statement led to a great deal of discussion about the use ofjournals and the role that they played in making her think. But Dickhad another issue to resolve. How could he determine whether or notwhat he was hearing would be viewed as valid data in the academicsense. It was one of those things. Being with the class was proofenough for Dick but he needed more. The danger with this type ofdata collection was that it might be asserted that the students weresimply defending their tutor, saying what they thought Dick wantedto hear. He needed to find a way of resolving this in his mind withoutmaking it obvious to the students what he was pursuing.

"I need to determine their perceptions of the assessment role and theresearch role." he thought as a stream of ideas raced through hismind.

"I wonder," he started to say, "how you see John's role in all of this?Why he's doing it? He's your tutor but he's also using you in hisresearch." The words came slowly as he searched through the sea offaces for signs that his question made sense; the wait-time increased.Then it dawned on him. "Yes." he thought, "That's kr "Well, what ishis Ph.D. about?" he asked confidently, breaking the extended pause.
Someone saki something about learning but the point was lost asPerry spoke over her. He had been involved in the interviews andwas sure that John was trying to work out the affect of Dip. Ed. ontheir learning. "It's also got something to do with how ourperceptions change with time." said Pearl.

"He hasn't really told us anything." Peggy added. "Actually, I'm onewho he interviews too and I think he just wants to hear our responsesto different things." said Sabina.

Jack, who was always thoughtful and chose his words carefully,remarked that it was often stressed to him that the interviews hadnothing to do with TAL or their assessment. He had picked up on Dick'agenda and had now highlighted the issue that was lurking behindthe discussion.

Sarah wanted to know what the relationship between the researchand their course work and assessment might be. She was also amember of the interview group and was unsure how the two might belinked. Sabina agreed and put the question directly to Dick saying,"Why, is there problem? Is this an issue?"
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Dick was a little taken a back by how quickly the focus had come back
to him so he felt obliged to explain. "Well," he started slowly, "it's a
matter of validity." . The puzzled faces looking back at him gave him a
sense of unease. "You might write or say what John wants to hear,
and that could be a problem." Gradually the class began to better
understand more about what the research was about and how they
'Pitted' in. Interestingly though, the assessment issue swung around
to their teaching practice rather than course work. Only three of the
students wtie in John's science method class and almost everybody
spoke about teaching practice as being their most threatening or
worrying assessment situation. "He's not the one who could fail me on
teaching practice," said Mitchell, "so it doesn't matter what I say in
TM." This drew some support from others. Sabina closed the debate
by saying that the interviews and their journals were dependent on
the rapport that they had developed. It did not make any sense to say
other than what they thought because it wouldn't serve any purpose.
Anthony brought things back on an even keel by saying, "Rather
than giving you an answer he often asks you a question back. So
you'd end up trying to answer things that you didn't believe anyway.
You'd be going round and round in circles." This brought a smile to
most faces and a gentle wave a laughter wafted across the room.

Dick drew his breath and gently exhaled. "Who's concern was this?"
he asked himself. "It's certainly not theirs."

Ile shuffled through some more of his papers and started to hand out a
questionnaire which he spent some time explaining to the class. "So,
could you think about these, fill them in and I'll take them as you
leave. If you've got any questions please don't hesitate to ask." he said
as he wandered around the room.

Perry, never one to miss an opportunity for a quick crack threw his
hand up and quipped, "So, will he pass?"

Dick chuckled and said, "Well we'll wait for the exam results hey?" as
the class started to work their way through the questionnaire.

The vignette illustrates the relative ease with which an observer was able
to attend the class and then probe their understanding of my teaching.
The audio-tape of the session was interesting as it demonstrated that many
of the students, particularly those not being interviewed, had little
understanding of the focus of the research. It also showed that the tutor-
student relationship was not noticeably influenced by possible concerns
about assessment.

4r
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire results and discussion

Table 4 Questionnaire results

Statements. double tick single tick no tick

He makes me think and is confusing. 1 9 9

He makes me think and is helpful. 18 _
He does not make me think. 0 2 17

The open-ended responses to these questions demonstrate a wide range of
reasons. Confusion (statement 1) is particularly interesting because it is
seen as something positive. For many of the student-teachers being
confused is a precursor to sorting out the issue at hand. Therefore,
confusion may encourage thinking, or be an outcome of it.

Table.5 summarises the themes from the open-ended responses proposed by
the participants.

Table S Themes from the open-ended responses on the questionnaire.

Statement Reason suggested Number of
res onses

He makes me think and
is confusing, and/or, He
makes me think and is
helpful.

Thinking about myself. 4

Thinking about Dip. Ed. 2
Confusion leads to
reassessment of thinking.

3

Thinking about what/how 1
learn.

9

Thinking about how others
learn.

6

Thinking about teaching or
teaching strategies.

15

Thinking about students. 2
Thinking about the way John
teaches.

2

He does not make me
think.

Does not challenge me enough
about my students' reactions.

1

Does not make me think deeply
enough.

Tables 4 and 5 both demonstrate that the students readily recognise the
thinking and learning approaches used in their TAL sessions. They appear
to be adequately challenged by the pedagogical approaches used and are
clearly thinking about their own teaching and learning. The majority of
responses are concerned with how they think, act, learn and teach.
Understanding the relationship between these factors is explored in more
detail through the interviews.
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